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The day Shaley Oâ€™Conner has dreamed of all her life is shattered by a nightmare. On a lavish

estate in California guarded from the media, Shaleyâ€™s mom, rock star Rayne Oâ€™Connor, is

marrying her teen sweetheart and Shaleyâ€™s father, Gary Donovon. Itâ€™s a dream come true for

Shaley, who has always longed for the father she never knew. But minutes before the wedding,

Shaley is kidnapped. Who is this man who has taken herâ€”and why? As Rayne and Gary race

against time to find their daughter, Shaleyâ€™s abductor eludes the FBI at every turn. Fearing for

her life, Shaley wills herself to stay strong. But as the days pass, she realizes that no one can save

her but herself.
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The final book in the Rayne Tour trilogy, Final Touch begins with Shaley on her parents' wedding

day, anticipating the three of them finally becoming a family. It's been about a year since the last

book took place, and it's mentioned that during this time, both Shaley and her parents have

accepted God and become Christians. But that's not the focus in this book; instead, the momentous

day turns scary as Shaley finds herself kidnapped, beaten, and whisked away to parts unknown but

her former stalker. Though he calls himself Joshua now and claims to be a prophet of God, Shaley's

fear multiplies when she realizes that his intention is to isolate her and make her his "wife".Final

Touch moves around among viewpoints, including those of Shaley (whose voice is very clear and

believable), her mother Rayne, her friend Brittany, and one of the SWAT team members sent in to



rescue Shaley. As the kidnapping lengthens into days, it is easy to see Shaley's fear, but her

determination not to become a victim is satisfying. There are some coincidences, but life is often like

that. More disturbing is the work Shaley puts into making her situation known that is left hanging

because nothing comes of it. Maybe life is also like that, but on hindsight, it seems like quite a bit of

filler. And ultimately, that's what the entire book seemed to me...filler.It's not that there isn't a lot of

excitement and there were sections when I was eagerly turning the page to find out what would

happen next. It's just that the addition of the extra viewpoints didn't really move the story along well,

and I felt at times that the author was looking for ways to extend an already short story.
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